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We’re not in Kansas anymore…..

It’s no longer the
workplace we all
knew…..
40 million people out of work
No field is safe
3 million people filed unemployment in one
week
The “furlough” is here
Everyone is working from home
Those getting paid the most are big targets
for pay cuts or layoffs by firms desperate to
save money to remain afloat
No face-to-face meetings or travel

Partners have to chip in or give up draw

Holy, Moly!
The economy
was terrific just
two months
ago!

Associates and staff take 10-25% pay cuts
No more bonuses
No more overtime
Less work - more fear of losing a job
No raises
Last one in – first one out
Employees laid off in volume (sometimes by
email)
Job offers are less money
The third hardest hit industry was staffing,
next to hospitality and retail

How the workplace is changing
 Work from home

 The Mentor is back

 Work from anywhere in the world

 More freelancing happening

 Remote positions no longer considered a
“perk”

 Workday may be longer

 Firms will get comfortable with videointerviewing realizing cost savings, efficiency
and reach
 Firms can hire employees globally which
expands their candidate pool

 Contract work will probably dominate
 Leaner teams. Rethinking of budgets
 More contract, fewer full-time workers for
cost savings
 Fewer benefits with contract work

 More likely to invest in technology

 Total compensation is affected

 Companies slower to hire

 Just like telehealth, there will be telelawyer

 No more crazy travel for meetings

 70% of resumes will be read by a robot

The only thing we can rely on now is change, change
and more change.
 High-stakes trials getting delayed
 Deal work related to M&A and IPOs drying up
 Summer associate programs have been cut
 Offers to 1st year associates rescinded
 Finally, diversity and inclusion that means diversity and inclusion

How the Law Firm Will Change
People who work remotely are no longer considered unmotivated, wanting an easy way out or a
special perk, not eligible for partnership track or promotion.
Working remotely will become part of the total job offer.
Compensation systems will be tweaked or completely overhauled.
It will not be how many hours you worked so much as if you get the project done. (The jury is still out on
the fate of billable hours.)
You won’t have to work 9 to 5. You can make your own hours.
Lateral partners/groups are back.
More law firm mergers.
Virtual depositions.
Expect office closures, particularly overseas.
You might not have your own office. You might share.

HUGE
change…..
Cross training
is inevitable

Hot, Hot Practice
Specialties Due to
Covid19
Medical/Malpractice
Nursing Homes
Personal Injury
Workers Comp
Employment Litigation
Divorce
Bankruptcy
Some M&A
Products Liability
Healthcare
Insurance Defense
Mass Tort
Trust & Estate Planning

How to prepare….Yep, the
‘ole resume first

It’s all in the packaging….
The “prettier” your resume, the more
likelihood it will be picked.
Think of it as the “new normal”.
Before and After

Resumes MUST be stellar
Not so stellar

You must be ahead of the competition from
the first moment of contact
Will not get put in the YES file
Before

Why, Mr. Leno! We would like to invite you to
an interview!

WARNING: Writing skills are tested through your resume. One primary
reason resumes are rejected: BAD WRITING

Current positions – happening now

Past positions-no longer happening

Do NOT put current position in third person:

Do NOT put in third or first person/present tense

 Prepares pleadings, files documents,
maintains minute books.Preparing
pleadings, filing documents, maintaining
minute books

 Greets clients, manages reception desk,
attends meetings

MUST be written in the first person/present
tense:
 Prepare pleadings, file documents, maintain
minute books.

 Greet clients, manage reception desk
 Greeting clients, managing reception,
attending meetings
MUST be written in the first person/past tense
only:
 Greeted clients, managed reception,
attended meetings

Think in terms of putting “I” in front of the action word.

70% of all resumes will
be read by a bot….
Three things you must do
 Fastest way to get ranked #1 by bots:
Match your resume precisely to the job
description
 Make sure you apply as soon as the job
goes live. 50% more of all resumes
submitted first are likely to be read and
those candidates are more likely to be
hired.
 Show your excitement in the interview:
“I am so excited to be here for the
blankblank job.” Employers want
candidates who want them.

Do not use
Indeed’s resume
format.
It looks really,
really bad.
Does not make
you standout from
the competition.
Use your own.

Important Tip:
Don’t Waste Time When Perusing Job Boards

 Always check to see when the firm listed the job posting. Anything more than 30 days old
probably means the firm filled the position or did not remove the posting for whatever
reason.
 You can always follow up with an inquiry to the Hiring Manager and find out if the position
has been filled.

Why you absolutely, positively MUST be on LinkedIn

Potential employers
receive your resume
and run right to
LinkedIn to check
you out. Oh, yes!

LinkedIn establishes
you as an authority
in the industry.

It ups your
professionalism
quotient. Not being
on LI can work
against you.

It gives
tremendous
networking
opportunities.

LinkedIn publishes
millions of jobs – no
charge to you.

You can join groups,
network with
colleagues, make
new friends, find out
about jobs..

You receive job
alerts when
something comes
in.,

Recruiters and
employers use
LinkedIn to search
for potential
candidates.

There isn’t a more
effective tool in
today’s market.

Ride the horse
in the
direction it is
going

Have a program called Recruiter Lite or Recruiter
Corporate from LinkedIn
Searches under key words i.e., attorney, paralegal,
corporate attorney, litigation paralegal, legal
administrator, litigation legal assistant, Relativity,
M&A, drafted, Clio, trial, Abacus. etc., name of
company or more
Looks carefully at your summary and work history

How Recruiters Use LinkedIn

LinkedIn Profile - Must have your professional
picture – Don’t try to go without one.
Imperative to have your title and
professional picture
The picture can't be displayed.

Who would you pick?

Really?

Watch your LinkedIn tagline
This is how recruiters/employers find and relate
to you

Very important to
have the right tag
line that says
precisely what you
do in your career
and is relevant to
your job search.

Summary
Experienced Administrator with a demonstrated history
of working in law firms. Skilled in Microsoft Excel,
Microsoft Word, Office Administration, Bachelor's degree
focused in Bachelors of science of health administration
with certificate in HR from University of Phoenix.
Must have awe inspiring, emotional provoking, dynamic summary.
This ain’t it.
The summary is not a regurgitation of your resume.

This is a “YES”!
As a Legal Administrator at an AmLaw 250 law firm, I created an
HR department that covered 300 employees plus partners. I
worked with Fortune 1000 clients and assisted in creating a new
technology division to make the firm a paperless. I am a seasoned
Legal Administrator, leader and strategist. Additionally, I am
expert in Law Office Management, Operations true paperless
office.
I’ve worn many hats in my career – administrator, accounting
director, marketing manager, and operations director. I have a
unique ability to master multi-projects and navigate complex
challenges.

I don’t care who gets credit, I just want the firm to
benefit.
I have big ideas and I know how to execute
them.
I run towards fires, not away.
I speak fluent geek, difficult client, marketer and
trainer.
I always like to make new acquaintances. Reach
out if you would like to chat about technology,
new trends, business or baseball.

Summary – Legal Professional – It’s a YES!
I love meeting people and hearing every detail of their unique story - whatever it may be. My
curiosity and push to learn every detail of a story has served me well during my years as an inhouse litigation xxxx where I particularly enjoy focusing on the left half of the EDRM (where all of
the juicy fun lives). Initial witness interviews and early collection are two of my strengths, mostly
because I can be as nosy as I would like and it benefits the team in those crucial early stages.
Talking to people and gathering facts and data is crucial to every matter. I excel at finding all
of the deep, dark e-crevices where custodians store their data and at prying out of those hiding
places in a forensically sound manner.
But interviewing, searching and gathering mean nothing without proper preservation practices
and an understanding of information governance. I worked at a Fortune 500 technology firm for
many years and I gained a deep understanding of all of the popular buzz words like
“metadata”, “data mapping” and “forensic integrity”. I started my career by pouring through
thousands of pages of paper and painstakingly coding each document using an elaborate,
color coded post-it system.

Experience in the trenches instilled a love of all technology that will assist the team in
wrangling data (post-it free!). ECA tools, technology assisted review and Legal Hold
databases are just a few of my favorites. I understand how the right tool at the right budget
point can make the difference between hoping the team has done an okay job with
discovery and feeling confident the team has come up with relevant facts using defensible
practices. I am a great liaison between the team and vendors and, yes, I think attending
shows such as LegalTech as a good time.
There is nothing as invigorating as being part of a winning team. Recently, a trade secrets
case I worked on resulted in an $800M award to the firm I worked for. It’s thrilling and
humbling to think back of the early legwork I did - interviews, collections, Hold Notices. Early
Case Assessment -is truly the building block to a successful resolution of a matter - no matter
if it’s winning $800M or settling early to avoid the risk of a huge award. I guess that’s why I
am an eDiscovery enthusiast because I love laying a solid base that the rest of my team can
build on. Plus…did I mention I’m kind of nosy?

Use LinkedIn
to Find
Colleagues,
Connections,
Heads of
Departments

Sales
Navigator from
LinkedIn
(Paid Service)

Use
LinkedIn
Posts for
Leads

They are
hiring!!!

Every legal publication has a job lead.
The secret? It’s in the articles.

Lex
Blog

Read legal publications and
look for cases, new clients,
people on the move, office
openings, M&A & more. Send
resume or inquiry email.
I noticed that K&S is opening a
Northern Virginia office. New offices
need employees who can hit the
ground running. I have a long history
of doing just that.
As a highly experienced Sr.
Paralegal [find out what they do]
with complex litigation experience
on high-profile cases, I can assist
your firm with a fast start-up and
relevant background.
I would like to be considered as one
of the lucky ones to get in on the
ground floor of this office. Please
reach out if you can use an
excellent Sr. Litigation Paralegal now
or in the near future.

Golden Nuggets
in News Articles
Dear Partner on Case:
I just read where the firm is undergoing a
lawsuit regarding a conflict of interest.
These cases often take specialists that are
sometimes difficult to find. My 15 years of
attorney [paralegal, etc.] experience has
included significant lawsuits regarding
conflicts of interest. I have worked on highprofile cases, have been on the winning side,
sat 1st chair and handled settlements to the
satisfaction of the clients.
You might need additional staff, in which
case, I would like the opportunity to discuss
my qualifications for you and show you what
benefits I can bring to the firm in this highly
specialized area.

Right there, under your nose….

Who knows better than your colleagues where the jobs are! Best friends on
the job confide in each other if they are thinking of leaving. No one runs
down to HR saying, “I’m considering looking around for a new job.
Whadda think?”
Friends of colleagues thinking of leaving know of openings first because
friends share information.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indeed
LinkedIn Jobs
Linked Postings
Linked Members at firms
where you want to work
Association Job Boards
Bar Associations
Paralegal, ALA
Inhouse legal departments

• Firm Websites
• Trade Journals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current Employees
Past-employees
Twitter
Facebook
GoBiglaw.com
Goinhouse.com
Colleagues
Alumni – Using the old
boys/girls network
Court Dockets
Vendors

Job Resources

More resources

Monster

Craig’s List

Zippia

Lawcrossing (paid
subscription)

Government

Military

Vault

Glassdoor

Staffing agencies

The Ladders

Your alma mater

Your law/paralegal school

Overseas military,
government job boards

Articles on who Is hiring,
latest merger, office
openings, new practice
specialties
(Follow the money)

Keep Job Board
resumes fresh
More likely to get picked first

How to kill your
chances for your
resume to be
selected…..
Apply for two or more different positions at the same
firm or staffing agency at the same time.

Get Job Alerts

Job Alerts are invaluable.
Follow firms, companies,
job titles.

Strategy if you don’t
get a job right away
Consider:
Taking a transition job i.e., one that will hold you
over for about a year until you find just the right
position or we finally leave Coronaville.
Take a virtual assistant job as a secretary, virtual
assistant, contract attorney, etc. It will hold you
over, generate some income until you find a job
Work temp – be careful not to get too deep into
it.

JOBS ARE NOT MARRIAGES,
AT SOME POINT YOU LEAVE.

How to get the DO NOT USE
designation from staffing
agencies – your most
important ally and
resource
Don’t try this:


Confirm a phone interview and stand up
or ghost the recruiter – ever. It’s
unprofessional, disrespectful and treats
them shabbily.



You NEED staffing agencies. They know
the ins and outs and hiring policies of the
firms. Have jobs not on job boards.



You don’t get back in a timely manner
or with a sense of urgency. Or v/m is full.



You lie on your resume – even just a little.



You confirm an interview with the Firm
and are a no show.



You are not dressed properly.



You tell a different story than what the
recruiter told the firm.



During the interview w/the firm, you
decide to ask for more money than
originally presented.

Twitter

Advertise yourself

[Who] Experienced Sr. Litigation
Paralegal with passion for success seeking
new position in Dallas. [Best selling point}
On winning teams of 10 jury trials.
Contact: JoeBlow@kmail.com

LinkedIn Post

Are you seeking an experienced Practice Support Manager in Los
Angeles? I can bring you a stable work history from mid-size firms without
hesitation. “Keeps going until the job is done” (former Supervisor);
“Extremely detailed and accurate;” (Managing Partner); “Shows profound
leadership;” (Director of Administration).
Find out how I can help build your department, generate revenue and
bring a smile to your cheeks. For the full story, Contact: Sally@kmail.com
Who you are
What you can do
Why they should hire you
How you will benefit the firm
Add picture

Video
Conferencing
 Professionally dressed
 Quiet room, good technology
 Background is professional, not messy
 Lighting and sound are correct
 Resume is in front of you
 Sitting at desk, shoulders or waist on up
 Look directly into the camera, not at the picture
of yourself. Don’t get too close to screen
 If you can’t look at camera directly and have to
look down, put books under laptop or iPhone
 Practice the technology ahead of the interview
 Be ready 15 minutes ahead of schedule

Interviews –
What the New Normal Firms
Want to See & Hear
 Ability to work remotely (Show picture of home office)
 Willingness to take less salary if working from home
 Stability – May question why you were the one to get
laid off
 Reasonable salary targets – May be under market or
what you used to get
 Personality – motivation-drive – They do not want to
hear you are looking for work/lifestyle balance
 Confidence, updated skills, technologically savvy
 Staggered work hours are ok
 Passion and drive
 You researched the firm and interviewers thoroughly

Before asking questions: Is there anything I said during the
interview you would like me to expand on before I ask a few
questions? (You will immediately find out any objections to
hiring you.)
ASK:
 What are the firm’s plans if the virus should spike and the
office closes again?

Questions to
Ask at End of
Interview

 How does the firm evaluate the work product when the
employee works remotely?
 Why did you join the Firm?
 What is your favorite part about working here?
 How would you describe the culture in the office?
 What challenges is the Firm currently facing?
 How would you describe a successful person in this same
position?
 What are the future goals of the firm?

 What are the near/mid/long term goals of the Firm?
 What kind of team would I be working on? Is it
collaborative or more individually-focused?
 What challenges does someone in this role face?

More good
questions to
ask

 What traits have people that have been successful in
the position demonstrated?
 What would you expect someone in my position to
accomplish in the first few months on the job?
 How do you typically measure success in this role?
 What are the opportunities for professional development
at the firm?
 Where do people who have held this position typically
end up next?
 What are the next steps in this process?

The Typical Boring Thank You E-Mail
Is this the best we can do?
Thank you for meeting with me today
regarding the blankblank position.
I feel that my skills and abilities fit nicely into
the firm and would very much like an
opportunity to work at Acme & Acme.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Best regards, Danny

Follow-up with a thank you
email within 24 hours of the
interview. Sell yourself again.
Thank you for taking the time today to tell me
about the exciting management position.
I was particularly intrigued with the Firm’s
continued growth pattern and expansion into new
specialties such as cannabis, AI, pandemic work
situations and the emphasis on new technology.
My employment with Acme and Acme allowed
me to develop new systems and procedures with
every new practice area the Firm brought in. As a
result, we were able to increase the paralegal
billable hours by 30% and implement new practice
specialties smoothly and effectively right out of the
gate.

Sell yourself again here –
Thank you’s can close the deal
This is a position where I know I
can be of benefit to the Firm. I
have followed Jones & Jones’
successes for many years and
know that I can bring you
exactly what you are seeking.
Let me know if there is anything
else I can expand upon. I am
looking forward to hearing about
the next steps.
Walter Mitty
310.555.1313

The Thank You Email Should Show….
 You were listening to precisely what was said.
 You can fix their problem or pain.
 Exactly how your skills fit in with something that was said. (Not “my
skills fit nicely with this position”.) Demonstrate how skills fit.
 You are excited about the position and want to move forward.
 You can write. (You are judged on writing skills, originality and not
being ho hum.)
 Sell the emotion

Rules of Thumb for Follow-Up
YES
 Write the thank you email within 24 hours of interview.
 If using a staffing agency, let the recruiter follow-up for you.
NO
 Follow-up too much – no more than every 2 weeks at most!
 Call the firm yourself if you are using a staffing agency.

The Second
Interview

Walk in with a 10-30-60
day plan as to how you
would accomplish the
position.

The 10-3060 Day Plan

Brief

Keep it short – bullet points.

Draft

Incorporate what was said in the first interview.

Understanding

Tell them it is based upon your limited
understanding of the job so far.

Check out my
blog for more
career advice
for all positions.
The Estrin Report
https://estrinlegaled.typepad.co
m/my_weblog

Best of luck in your new adventures!

Chere B. Estrin, CEO
Estrin Legal Staffing
MediSums, Medical Records Summarizing
chere@estrinlegalstaffing.com
www.EstrinLegalStaffing.com
www.MediSums.com
310.846.9040

Stay safe. Wear your mask.
#BlackLivesMatter!

